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ABSTRACTNESS ONE STEP FURTHER

 Recall that a class is an abstraction of a real-
world object from which some of the unessential
details have been omitted.

 We can therefore see that an abstract class is
more abstract than a concrete class, because
with an abstract class we’ve omitted the details
for how one or more particular services are to be
performed.



ABSTRACTNESS ONE STEP FURTHER

 Now, let’s take the notion of abstractness one
step  further.
 With an abstract class, we are able to avoid

programming the bodies of methods that are declared
to be abstract.

 But what about the data structure of such a class?
In our abstract Course class example, we went ahead
and prescribed the attributes that we thought would
be needed generically by all types  of courses, so that
a common data structure would be inherited by all
subclasses:



ABSTRACTNESS ONE STEP FURTHER
 private  String  courseName;
 private String courseNumber;
 private int creditValue;
 private  ArrayList

enrolledStudents;
 private  Professor instructor;

 Suppose we only wanted to specify
common behaviors of Courses, and not
even bother with declaring attributes?

 Attributes are, after all,
typically declared to be
private; we may not
wish to mandate the
private data structure
that a subclass must use
in order to achieve the
desired public
behaviors, instead
leaving  it up to the
designer of the subclass
to ultimately make this
determination



ABSTRACTNESS ONE STEP FURTHER

 As an example, say that we wanted to define
what  it means to teach at a university.

 Perhaps, in order to teach, an object would need
to be able to perform the following services:
 • Agree to teach a particular course.
 • Designate a textbook to be used for the course.
 • Define a syllabus for the course.
 • Approve the enrollment of a particular student in the

course.



ABSTRACTNESS ONE STEP FURTHER



INTERFACE

 However, if our intention is to declare a set of
abstract method headers to define what  it means
to assume a certain role within an application
(such as teaching) without imposing either data
structure or concrete behavior on the subclasses,
then the preferred way to do so in Java is with an
interface.



INTERFACE

 Here’s how we’d render the abstract Teacher
class with an equivalent interface:



INTERFACE SYNTAX
 We use the keyword interface rather than class when declaring them:

public interface  Teacher   {  ... }

 Because all of an interface’s methods are implicitly public and
abstract, we needn’t specify either of those two keywords when
declaring them (although doing so will not generate a compiler error).
We will get an error, however, if we attempt to assign some- thing
other than public accessibility to a method within an interface:

public interface  teacher {
// This  won't compile - interface methods  must  all be  public.
private void  takeSabbatical();
// etc.

 Here’s the compiler error:
modifier private  not  allowed here
private void  takeSabbatical();
^



INTERFACE VS ABSTRACT

 Therefore, in terms of the “abstractness
spectrum,” an interface is more  abstract

than an abstract class (which is in turn more
abstract than a concrete class) because an
interface leaves even more details to the

imagination.



IMPLEMENTING INTERFACES

 Once we’ve defined an interface such as Teacher,
we can set about designating various classes of
objects as being teachers—for example,
Professors, or Students, or generic Person
objects— simply by declaring that the class of
interest implements the Teacher interface,
using the following syntax:
// Implementing an  interface ...
public  class  Professor  implements Teacher   {
... }

 That is, rather than using the extends keyword,
as we do when one class is derived from another,
we use the implements keyword.



IMPLEMENTING INTERFACES

 Once  a class declares that it’s implementing an
interface, the implementing class must
implement all of the (implicitly abstract) methods
declared by the interface in question in order to
satisfy the compiler.

 As an example, let’s say that we were to code the
Professor class as follows, implementing three of
the four methods called for by the Teacher
interface but neglecting to code the
approveEnrollment method:



IMPLEMENTING INTERFACES
public  class  Professor  implements Teacher   {
private  String  name;
private  String employeeId;
// etc.

// We  implement  three of  the   four methods  called for by  the
// Teacher   interface,  to provide method  bodies.

public  boolean agreeToTeach(Course c)  {
logic for the   method  body  goes  here; details  omitted ...

}

public void  designateTextbook(TextBook b,  Course  c)  {
logic for the   method  body  goes  here; details  omitted ...

}
public  Syllabus defineSyllabus(Course c)  {
logic for the   method  body  goes  here; details  omitted ...

}

// However, we FAIL  to  provide  an implementation   of  the
// approveEnrollment  method.

// Other  miscellaneous methods  of  Professor unrelated to the   Teacher
// interface could   also be  declared ... details  omitted.
}



IMPLEMENTING INTERFACES

 Thus, implementing an interface is conceptually
similar to extending an abstract class, in that
both interfaces and  abstract classes are
alternative constructs for prescribing abstract
behaviors that implementing/subclasses must be
able to carry out.

 When  should we use one versus the other?
 If we wish to impart a particular data structure to go

along with these prescribed behaviors, or if we need
to provide some concrete behaviors along  with
abstract behaviors, we’ll create an abstract class.

 Otherwise, we’ll create an interface.



SYNTACTICAL DIFFERENCES FOR DECLARING
ABSTRACT CLASSES VS. INTERFACES



SYNTACTICAL DIFFERENCES FOR EXTENDING
ABSTRACT CLASSES VS. IMPLEMENTING
INTERFACES
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